Welcome!

- Quietly go to your seats
- Take our your journal
- Write about your plans for fall break until we tell you to stop
- Happy writing 😊
“For teaching to be enjoyable, you must be able to simply relax and teach. Classroom management must be built from the ground up so that most problems do not occur.”

Dr. Fred Jones
Time Management

- Always doing something
- No wasted time
- Establish and practice routines at beginning of the year
- Class roles
  - paper passer, line leader, teacher’s helper
About 50% of classroom time is lost due to student misbehavior and being off task.

80% of lost time is due to talking without permission.

19% is lost to daydreaming, out of seat, making noises, etc.

1% is lost to more serious misbehavior.
Video

- [Link](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjSOmyFLKWA&feature=player_embedded)
Preferred Activity Time

- Unused time is added to a bank
- Time off-task is subtracted from the bank
Activity

SPARKLE!!!
Spelling Words

- Earthquake
- Quotations
- Extremely
- Appearance
- Basically
Tools for Teaching

- Wrote a book about his theory
- One website resource for teachers to use
Assessment

- Can you see this type of learning in the classroom? Give us an example.

- Would you use this theory in the classroom? Explain why or why not.
Resources

- www.chipola.edu/instruct/math/cavin/cm%20074/Fred_jones.ppt